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FAVERSHAM   chestnut ridgeling 2015 

     Faversham is the only full brother to Hall of Fame-bound California Chrome, who stands as 
the all-time richest Kentucky Derby winner with earnings well over $14 million dollars.

     Faversham followed Chrome’s path to racing exactly two months delayed since Chrome was 
foaled in February and Faversham in April. Faversham was scheduled to start his first race in 
June of his 2YO year but was scratched when he was found to have a tendon tear which would 
hamper him his entire racing career.  
  
      California Chrome sired his first three crops at Taylor Made Farms in Kentucky. The first two 
of these included his shuttling to Haras Sumaya near Santiago, Chile. In November of 2019, he 
was sold to Arrow Stud on the island of Hokkaido, Japan.

  

NORTH America’s all-time richest racehorse, the
dazzling chestnut California Chrome (Lucky
Pulpit-Love the Chase by Not for Love) will be

retired to stud at Taylor Made Farms in Nicholasville,
Kentucky. Whenever that might be.

Contrary to Bluegrass norms where champion colts
are so often prematurely whisked off to the breeding
shed, this photogenic five year-old and $US12.5m
earner continues on with his celebrated racing
campaign. No doubt, Chrome’s last race, his sensational
performance in this year’s Dubai World Cup sealed his
future invitation into American Racing’s Hall of Fame
at Saratoga. 

The Kentucky Derby and Preakness Stakes winner’s
extended show of world-class brilliance has been made
possible by a number of factors, including remarkable
soundness and a temperament particularly well suited
for long distance travel. Even co-owners Taylor Made
seem in no hurry to take their top prospect home 
for stud duty while he remains in his current state
of primacy.

According to co-breeder and majority owner Perry
Martin, the California-bred dual classic winner and
2014 US Horse of the Year is scheduled for a full slate
of top level challenges in the months ahead, starting at
Del Mar with the San Diego Handicap, to be followed
by the track’s marquee event, the Pacific Classic. The

stage will then switch to Santa Anita where California
Chrome will be pointed for the Awesome Again Stakes
in preparation of the Breeders’ Cup Classic, not
surprisingly, he has already been installed as the early
betting favorite for the latter climactic event.

Add to that the possibility of our subject racing 
as a six year-old when, in recent weeks, the
connections of California Chrome were the first 
to submit their $1m nomination fee for the inaugural
running of the nine-furlong Pegasus World Cup 
at Gulfstream Park on January 28. With a purse 
of $12m, the race would surpass the Dubai World Cup
as the world’s richest horse race. Never one 
to summarily dismiss any future opportunity, Martin, 
a laboratory physicist, estimates a 20% chance his
champion and the first horse he ever bred, might even
compete beyond the Pegasus. 

California Chrome’s pedigree is not a flashy one.
Perhaps, it might best be described as ‘intriguing’. 
In regards to his first two generations, California
Chrome’s paternal grandsire, Pulpit, was one of the 
best colts of his generation before transcending into 
a leading sire, and then on to an important sire of sires. 

However, neither Chrome’s sire Lucky Pulpit nor his
broodmare sire Not For Love ever won a Graded
stakes. Maternally, all three mares in his first two
generations struggled as low-level maiden winners.

Beyond this, however, the ancestry becomes 
a cornucopia of influential progenitors in positions 
that have created auspicious inbreeding patterns.

California Chrome is a tail-male descendant 
of A.P. Indy, the undisputed heir to Seattle Slew 
(Bold Reasoning). The widespread cross of Slew-line
stallions over Mr. Prospector-line mares has become 
a ‘mega-nick’ over the past several decades. Both 
of these breed shapers descend from mid-20th century
matriarch, Myrtlewood (Blue Larkspur-Frizeur 
by Sweeper), the US Champion Handicap Mare and
Champion Sprinter of 1936 who won 15 of her 
22 starts and set or equalled five track records. 
See Chart One.

Chrome’s dam, Love The Chase, has a pedigree that
should give pundits plenty to consider. It starts 
with her sire and broodmare sire, Not for Love 
(Mr. Prospector-Dance Number by Northern Dancer)
and Polish Numbers (Danzig), the former a grandson 
of Numbered Account (Buckpasser-Intriguing 
by Swaps), the latter one of her sons. This results in
close inbreeding, 3fx3m, to 1971 US champion juvenile
filly Numbered Account, whose own pedigree featured
4fx5f inbreeding to America’s premiere matriarch 
La Troienne (Teddy-Helene de Troie by Helicon), along
the tail-female lines of both her sire Buckpasser and dam
Intriguing (the Formula One pattern).
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CHROME’S PEDIGREE
an intriguing mesh of La Troienne
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California Chrome (USA) 
(Lucky Pulpit-Love the Chase by Not for Love)
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     A description of their pedigree starts with the male line of Seattle Slew with a relatively close 
(3X4) duplication of Mr. Prospector internally. This potent affinity between these two breed 
shapers are no doubt related to their common matriarch, 1936 sprinting champion Myrtlewood.

  


     

     

     A much more remarkable relationship exists between the brothers’ dam, Love The Chase and 
My Charmer, dam of Seattle Slew - founder of this sire line. Slew’s dam, My Charmer is inbred 
3X3 to Striking and her Hall of Fame sister Busher (both by War Admiral from Baby League by 
Bubbling Over). The pair were two of La Troienne’s key granddaughters both very close 
relatives of Numbered Account, who appears 3X3 within the dam of this extraordinary pedigree.            
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Myrtlewood 1932

Crepe Myrtle 1938 Miss Dogwood 1939

Myrtle Charm 1946

Fair Charmer 1959

My Charmer 1969

Seattle Slew 1974

Sequence 1946

Gold Digger 1962

Mr Prospector 1970

CALIFORNIA CHROME is a male line descendant 
of SEATTLE SLEW and is also inbred to MR PROSPECTOR
4fx3m. Both SEATTLE SLEW and MR PROSPECTOR trace
within a few generations in the direct female line to
MYRTLEWOOD as per the chart on the right.

Chart One

Male Female

As such, the relationship between California Chrome
and his male line ancestor Seattle Slew becomes truly
remarkable. Slew’s dam My Charmer is inbred 3x3 
to Striking and her Hall of Fame sister Busher (both 
by War Admiral from Baby league by Bubbling Over), 
a pair of La Troienne’s key grandaughters and two very
close relatives to Numbered Account. See Chart Two.

A more distant yet amazing set of family ties involves
the tail female line. Love The Chase’s seventh dam, 
the Sir Gallahad III mare Betty Derr, also served as the
third dam of the legendary Swaps (1952), the only
Kentucky Derby winning Cal-bred to be enshrined 
in the Hall of Fame. For now.

It is fitting indeed that Swaps appears twice in this
pedigree as the sire of Numbered Account’s dam, 
the evergreen matron Intriguing. To complete this
remarkable set of relationships, California Chrome’s
trainer, good-natured 79 year-old Art Sherman, was 
a teenager when he served as regular exercise rider for
none other than Swaps.

Love The Chase has been moved to Taylor Made
where she is currently in foal to the Pulpit line stallion
and leading sire Tapit. I note that she has a yearling
brother to Chrome, saddled with the name Faversham.
Needless to say, ours will be a rather tough act 
to follow. The male line of A.P Indy has generally
shown a preference for dirt surfaces, reflecting the
majority of his descendants whose pedigrees have been
dominated by dirt influences. 

So far, two of his better sire sons, Bernardini and
Congrats, have been shuttled to Australia, neither 
one carrying much in the way of turf influences.
Bernardini, in a total of seven seasons in Australia,
produced around 400 foals yielding seven Group
winners, three at the Gr.1 level. He seemed 
to do particularly well with the blood of Danehill. His
son, the ill-fated Boban, was considered one of the best
horses in training last year. Congrats, on the other

hand, shuttled to Australia for three years, and proved
most disappointing.

In the late 1980’s Seattle Slew’s son Air de France 
was an overachiever standing at Tobermory Stud, 
siring the Gr1 winners Bomber Bill and Air Seattle from
modest opportunity.

Will the A.P. Indy sire line, so successful in the 
US, be able achieve a stronger foothold in Australasia?
Local breeders would do well to keep tabs on the 
sire prospect most likely to bear the necessities 

to meet such a challenge. Indeed, that would 
be California Chrome who, as already noted, will
commence stud duty at the highly regarded nursery
Taylor Made Farms. 

With this in tow, free-thinking Martin has shared with
me his desire to see his shiny superstar venture south
to participate in future Australian breeding seasons.
California Chrome is, in fact, one of the few from 
the A.P. Indy stirp to win a Gr.1 race on turf. 
More importantly, he features a pedigree that appears
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SCHEMATIC PEDIGREES OF CALIFORNIA CHROME, MY CHARMER and NUMBERED ACCOUNT
Note: California Chrome is a fourth generation direct male line descendant of Seattle Slew whose dam My Charmer 
is closely related to Numbered Account as shown below. California Chrome’s dam Love The Chase is inbred to Numbered Account.

Chart Two

particularly compatible with those of the overall
broodmare population of Australia.

Atypical of the A.P. Indy line, California Chrome’s
pedigree is well stocked with turf influences such as
breed shapers Caro, Sir Ivor and Vaguely Noble, who
all appear within his first five generations. Chrome’s
pedigree also figures to benefit from an array of leading
American families whose complementary strains have
already been spread to Australia via previously
imported stallions. This facilitates the creation 
of successful female family inbreeding patterns.

Pulpit, for example, is from the family of Round
Table, broodmare sire to the imported foundation
stallion Sir Tristram. This is also the family of sires 
Tale of the Cat and Johannesburg, both of whom spent
multiple seasons in Australia. Numbered Account’s
sister Playmate is the dam of Woodman, who shuttled
south and also serves as broodmare sire to the
increasingly influential shuttle stallion More Than
Ready (also a descendant of la Troienne). This
prodigious clan also includes Rhythm, an influential
sire in Australia and New Zealand and a brother 
to Chrome’s broodmare sire Not For Love.

Inbred 4fx3m to Mr. Prospector and with a dam
inbred 3mx4m to Northern Dancer, California Chrome
would also figure to do well with the widespread blood
of Danehill. In short from this partial observer, 
if the opportunity should present itself, California
Chrome looks to be a very solid fit for many breeders
Down Under. ■

La Troienne (FR) 
(Teddy - Helene de Troie by Helicon)
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     Faversham’s pedigree also carries a cross of the half-brothers, Secretariat and Sir Gaylord in 
the fifth generation, creating inbreeding to 1973 Broodmare of the Year Somethingroyal.

     It is the formation of these patterns of female family inbreeding (FFI), I believe, that makes 
the California Chrome / Faversham pedigree particularly auspicious. As such, FFI will continue 
to serve as a primary strategy in the pedigree analysis of potential broodmare candidates for 
Faversham, specifically the introduction of complementary family strains.

     Let me add that it is indeed a privilege to actually get to recommend matings for a stallion 
whose full name just happens to be that of my own family. I have Perry and Denise Martin to 
thank for all of that.

***************************************
     

     KEY SIRES & SIRE LINES FROM KENTUCKY  
      who appear particularly compatible with           
                             FAVERSHAM 

     Collectively, Pulpit-line stallions have, so far, done especially well with three principal lines.

     The first is DEPUTY MINISTER. This cross has already produced Grade 1 winners such as 
Frosted, Tapizar, So Many Ways and American Gal.

     The second consist of select branches from the STORM CAT line. These include:

1) FORESTRY (who descends from the family of Mr. Prospector)
2) TALE OF THE CAT (who descends from the family of Pulpit)
3) TABASCO CAT (whose broodmare sire Sauce Boat descends from the family of A.P. Indy)
4) JOHANNESBURG (who descends from the family of Pulpit)
5) BERNSTEIN (who descends from the family of Buckpasser)

     The third group is made up of key branches from the dominant line of MR. PROSPECTOR

1) UNBRIDLED’S SONG (who descends from the family of Lucky Pulpit)
2) MUTAKDDIM (who descends from the family of Not For Love)
3) LEMON DROP KID (who descends from the family of A.P. Indy)                  
4) WOODMAN (whose dam is a full sister to Numbered Account)

Other important Kentucky stallions who create valuable FFI patterns with Faversham include:



1) TIZNOW (whose broodmare sire Seattle Song descends from the family of Lucky Pulpit)
2) SUPER SAVER (whose grandam is a full sister to Not For Love)
3) PRIVATE ACCOUNT (an influential son of Numbered Account)
4) HALO (who descends from the family of Northern Dancer)
5) MORE THAN READY (a grandson of Halo out of a Woodman mare)

     Furthermore, as described above, Faversham benefits from his significant accumulation of the 
many different strains of the great 20th century matriarch La Troienne*. As such, continued 
introduction of additional complementary strains within the pedigrees of his mates can only be 
considered of a good thing.
     

               KEY SIRES FROM CALIFORNIA  
      who appear particularly compatible with           
                             FAVERSHAM   
    

     California breeders considering Faversham as a potential stallion candidate would do well to 
look for any pedigree patterns of success that might appear within California Chrome’s first three 
North and South American crops.

     Daughters of the following California sires create valuable FFI patterns with Faversham.

1) TIZBUD •  A recently retired full brother to TIZNOW; inbreeding to the family of Lucky 
Pulpit. This one qualifies as my top choice as a broodmare sire for Faversham. By breeding 
him to a Tizbud mare, the hypothetical offspring’s sire and broodmare sire would both be full 
brothers to arguably, the two greatest Cal-breds in the Golden State’s long history (apologies 
to the great Swaps who happens to contribute two strains in Faversham’s pedigree).

2) RICHARD’S KID    Two time Pacific Classic winner; a son of LEMON DROP KID and a 
grandam by PRIVATE ACCOUNT. 

3)   GALLANT SON  Grade 3 winning son of Malabar Gold who descends from the family of  
       Lucky Pulpit. Recently moved from Daehling Ranch to Washington state.
4)   FULLBRIDLED  A son of UNBRIDLED’S SONG who like FAVERSHAM stands at 
      Daehling Ranch in Elk Grove, just south of Sacramento. This certainly figures to increase the 
      likelihood that daughters of both #3 and #4 are not far away.
5)   GRAYDAR  Late developing Grade 1 winning son of UNBRIDLED’S SONG. Sired  
       some nice runners in Ky. First year in California. Should have some local daughters before  
       too long.
6)   BEDFORD FALLS  a winning son of FORESTRY and graded stakes-siring half-brother to    
       leading sire Harlan’s Holiday.  



7)   INFORMED  A multiple Grade 2 winning son of TIZNOW.
8)   SLEW’S TIZNOW  A Grade 1 placed son of TIZNOW. Proven domestic stallion.
9)   THORN SONG  A multiple Grade 1 winning son of UNBRIDLED’S SONG. Sired four
       California crops before an early death.
10)  GLOBALIZE  A Grade 2 winning son of Summer Squall (a half-brother to A.P. Indy). 
11)  BLUEGRASS CAT  A Grade 1 winning son of STORM CAT. Sired three California crops    
       in between New York and Turkey. His grandam is a full sister to Not For Love.
12)  FRUITION  A son of Woodman and useful California sire from 1999 to 2008. His   
       daughters when mated to Faversham creates auspicious inbreeding to the full sisters 
       Playmate and Numbered Account 

     Two more distant California sires that create valuable FFI patterns with Faversham when they   
     appear within the broodmare’s pedigree are CANDI’S GOLD a son of Mr. Prospector’s half   
     brother Yukon) and RHYTHM a full brother to Not For Love.

     Another group of compatible broodmares would be those who descend in tail-female line to  
     the aforementioned key families within Faversham’s pedigree.

     As is always the case, all potential matings need to take into account a comparison of the 
     conformations of sire and dam.

                                                                                      Good Luck.


